Making the web safer
for students

Keep students safe on all devices both in school and at home, with Securly’s signature cloud-based
web filter. Get full visibility into online activity, download or email reports, and receive notifications for
flagged content with the most sophisticated AI engine in student safety.

Features
All devices,
all locations

Advanced filtering

Chromebooks. iPads. Macs and PCs.

Authenticate against GSuite,

Filter safeguards students across

Azure, and Active Directory and

any device or operating system at

automate group synchronisation.

home or in school.

Comply with KCSiE and PREVENT
legislation and provide a safer,
more educational web for all
students, on any device,
anywhere they go.

Student safety

Seamless
authentication

Instant site learning

Scalable and
cost effective
Practically limitless bandwidth and

With our groundbreaking

concurrent connections to serve

PageScan technology, new sites

even the largest MATs with ease

are categorized, crawled for adult

with one of the most cost effective

keywords, and scanned for

products on the market. Ease

inappropriate images—all in a

cost effective from the smallest

matter of seconds.

school to the largest LA.

Social media and
web searches

Sentiment analysis

Go beyond content filtering with

Filter monitors for signs of bullying,

Analyses searches and sites

an AI that recognizes signs of

self-harm and violence across social

visited with the longest-learning

trouble.

media and web searches. If a student

AI on the market.

is suffering or viewing concerning
content, you’ll know.

Delegated
staff access

Granular reporting
Sophisticated AI alerts and

Shared reporting

activity reports put important

Segment by organisational unit (OU)

Quickly download, schedule, and

information into the right hands.

so alerts go to staff members

email reports by OU.

closest to the student.

Take-home and
guest policies

Policy creation
and customization
Features that give schools options,
not a one-size-fits-all solution.

YouTube controls

Make sure the right devices and

Easily manage student and staff

people are filtered and protected

access to YouTube content with

on- and off-campus.

just a few clicks.

Policy map and
custom groups

Parent access

Move OUs between policies and

Give parents control when school

allow or deny access to custom

devices go home—to view activity,

groups for set time—all whilst

“pause” the internet, and set their

integrating with Google and

own filtering rules.

Azure directories.

+
Pair Filter with Securly 24 to ensure critical safety alerts
don’t get buried in your inbox. The 24 Team reviews flagged
activity 24/7, assessing risk around the clock and notifying
schools when urgent intervention is needed. 24 is a lifesaver.
Literally.

uksales@securly.co.uk

0141-343-8322

www.securly.com
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